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Abstract :

  

The European colonization of
the North American continent was
mainly driven by the thirst for land.
That colonization could not have
been possible without getting rid of
the original inhabitants. Thus, White
territorial expansion in what is
nowadays called the United States of
America was coupled with the
dispossession of the Natives’ lands
and their displacement. The present
paper does not intend to re-narrate or
recount that page of American
history; historians have fully explored
that area. Rather, it attempts to shed
light on the different justifications the
European colonizer (essentially from
English origins) gave for his
behaviour vis-à-vis the original
inhabitants. The paper thus probes the
recurrent moral, ideological and
security pretexts, and the colonial
discourse used to dispossess the
Native Americans of the lands where
they had lived for immemorial ages.
Those alleged reasons were to form
the myths founding the American
nation we now today.
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1. Introduction
Chief Justice John Marshall once noted that “the condition of
the Indians in relation with the United States is perhaps unlike that of
any other two people in existence …marked by peculiar and cardinal
distinctions which exist nowhere else.”2 Undeniably, the Native
Americans’ relations with the white colonizer may illustrate one of
darkest pages in American History. Mainstream media are nowadays
paying much attention to twentieth century mass crimes against
humanity such as the “Armenian Genocide” or the “Jewish
Holocaust.” However, the systematic and ethnically based – or even
religiously based – oppression and land dispossession of other
populations have little echo. Is it because some people are more
‘human’ than others are? Is it because the victors usually write
History? Or is it simply because – in a world in which might is right –
the strongest and so called most civilized is better heard than the
weakest? For the Native Americans, Europeans sealed their fate at the
very moment of the ‘discovery’ of their continent. It also seems that
the former did not realize that the land they were living in – and that
they did not possess since, according to their beliefs, land like water or
air could not be possessed, sold, and bought3 – had been
‘promised’ and ‘manifestly destined’ to the latter.
What were the different justifications for different policies –
organized or not– that aimed at settling the North American continent,
securing the newcomers, expanding settlements, and ultimately
getting rid of the original inhabitants? It is the story of the
manipulation4, dispossession, deportation, and, to some extent,
extermination of the Native Americans by the so-called civilized and
civilizing European colonizer. It is also the cruel but real example of
how people – not as individuals but as collective or official entities –
can perpetrate irreparable criminal deeds in the name of liberty or
religious beliefs, progress or security. The present paper does not
intend to list countless episodes of this tragic chapter of American
history, nor does it aim at detailing the different White undertaken
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policies. Historians have written much on this subject. The paper
rather attempts to probe the alleged reasons the English settlers – and
later, the different successive United States’ authorities – put forwards
to justify settlement, territorial expansion, and land acquisition at the
expense of the Natives’ basic rights of life, liberty, and security.
It has always been the same story with recurrent justifications:
a body of ideological constructs aiming at explaining colonization and
land dispossession. First, the vision of an empty land, a virgin land
that is commonly associated with the idea that God promised it to His
Elect People. There was also the divine mission to convert poor souls
or the altruist will to help and civilize the aboriginal inhabitants. Then,
the necessity to provide security to colonists or frontier settlers’
families living there against what they called savages was another
pretext to deport and exterminate them. Finally, deceitful attempts to
integrate the few remaining ones in a society conformed by cultures
and values that had never been theirs. Each time, the White Man
introduced specific reasons to justify his quest and thirst for land. All
these alleged reasons goaded cruel behaviour towards the original
inhabitants for nearly three centuries.
2. The Myths of the Undressed and Promised Land
The myth of the empty land has always been a justification for
taking other people’s country. It has been the case in some other part
of the world, and it was such in seventeenth century America. Many
motives initiated early English settlements in the New World and
fostered the subsequent migrations: the search for economic
prosperity, religious freedom or simply hopes for a better future.
Those early migrations to what Europeans called the New World were
theorized and legalized by some doctrines of dispossession. Indeed,
According to Erica Irene Daes, Chairperson of the United Nations
Working Group on Indigenous Populations, the “Laws of Discovery”
and “Terra Nullius” lawfully authorized the overthrow of the
American Indians of their continent.5 Migrants were driven by the
Eurocentric belief that it was “lawful…to take a land which none used
and make use of it.”6 According to them, even if there were people,
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these were few and did not have the capability and the “faculty” to use
these fertile lands since they were living like “wild beasts.” 7
Another justification that aimed at dispossessing and
displacing the Natives was under cover of religious rights. This is why
Promised Land imagery inspired and shaped English colonization in
the New World. In the seventeenth century, America was seen as a
New Israel, immigration there was seen as being guided by God and
settlers were identifying themselves with the ancient Hebrews.8 The
colonists’ perception of themselves directed their attitudes and
relations towards the aborigines. This was expressed by the Puritan
‘patriarch’ John Winthrop (1588-1649): “This savage people ruled
over many lands without title or property …and why not may
Christians have liberties to dwell amongst them…?”9 Another fellow
of john Winthrop, clergyman John Cotton (1584-1652) provided
ideological and theological grounds for Puritan emigration to and
possession of the New World.10 This vision was not only perceived by
the Puritans but also by more secular economic entrepreneurs, the
founders of Virginia Colony. John Rolfe, for example, stipulated that
settlers had been “marked and chosen by the finger of God.”11
Despite some Christian voices, such as those of John Wesley and
William Penn, who unveiled and denounced the English settlers’
behaviour,12 the Promised Land theory justified settlements,
expansion and the atrocious crimes perpetrated against the original
inhabitants (a pretext unfortunately still fashionable nowadays). As an
example, a certain Captain John Underhill who took part in the Pequot
War of 1637 cited the Bible to justify the slaughter of some four
hundred men, women and children.13 French American colonial writer
Hector St John de Crèvecoeur tried to restrict the crimes committed
against the natives to a few number of settlers;14 but how to explain
the exactions orchestrated on a people throughout three hundred
years? The religious notion that God had selected the new American
people to inhabit the land promised to them remained persistent for
the following two centuries.
In the 19th century, the hunger for land had not been sated and
the justification re-emerged in 1845 to support the annexation of
Texas, to pave the way for further westward movement and
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consequently the dispossession and deportation of American Indians
that had been taking place. Again, according to opinion maker John
Louis O'Sullivan, it was the “Manifest Destiny” for white Americans
to expand and possess the entire continent.15 Manifest Destiny ideal
displayed the pinnacle of American self-conceived superiority: their
visceral belief that they had the right to possess any land they
wanted.16 Obviously, in this zealous eagerness for more territories,
the United States’ leaders viewed the Red Man as an obstacle, and the
result was a series of wars in which the latter was the loser. The
appalling deportation of the Cherokees in the 1830s (“The Trail of
Tears” of 1838) and the removal of Navajo tribes in 1864 (“The Long
Walk”) are but few examples of the white man’s thirst for land.
3. The Civilizing Mission
Since colonists were driven by the sense of a mission, another
pretext to migrate and settle America was the sacred duty to convert
“these poor blind infidels;”17 Of course, the only way was to go to
them. In the 17th century, Puritans succeeded to some extent in
converting some Natives, but repetitive encroachments on Indian
lands corrupted their blessed mission. According to historian and
writer Hans Koning, when a new convert broke the rules of the
Puritan community in Massachusetts Bay Colony, he had to pay the
fine by giving up a portion of land. New settlers could acquire large
areas of land thanks to Christian Indians’ offences.18 Later, in the 18th
and 19th centuries, the mission to convert the Natives left the place to
another mission in the air at that time: to civilize.
Indeed, the purpose of civilizing the Natives was for the early
colonists a noble justification to settle America. This motive had taken
its origins from the conception of the inescapable fate of Europeans to
transmit their civilization westward,19 the “translatio imperii” and
“translatio studii” theories. This belief was widespread in the 16th and
17th centuries, and its advocates, like the English geographer and
member of the London Company, Richard Hakluyt, were promoters of
English migration to America.20 Some even denied the intention of
first migrants to deprive Native Americans of their ancestral
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properties but “to instruct them the arts of civilization.”21

However, this pretext was contradictorily associated with the
belief that the aborigines were unable to live with the whites as well as
to show any sign of progress. This stereotype remained predominant
all over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. For example,
President James Monroe’s policy was to undertake several measures
“…to break [Indians’] habits, and civilize them.”22 Famous southern
political leader and Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun expressed the
same views when arguing that the United States’ government should
take the Natives under its responsibility, and not pay attention to their
claims, for their own good and happiness.23 Thus, one may wonder if
the systematic removal of the aborigines in North America was a
paternalistic measure to civilize them, or if it was due to the belief
they were seen as a barrier to progress and they did not deserve any
decent status. What is certain is that the successive United States’
governments in the 19th century assumed the deliberate policy of
displacing Native Americans and relocating them in specific lands
called Indian Territories.24 The sole period between 1830 and 1850
witnessed the removal of about 100,000 Natives from the East and
Southeast regions to the West. The main justification was that
American Indians could not live amidst new settlers. Moreover,
President Andrew Jackson’s Indian policy embodied in the Indian
Removal Act of 1830 had no ambiguity and marked the beginning of
the end for aboriginal inhabitants. His words were crystal clear at that
time:
That those tribes can not exist surrounded by our
settlements and in continual contact with our citizens
is certain. They have neither the intelligence, the
industry, the moral habits, nor the desire of
improvement, which are essential to any favorable
change in their condition. Established in the midst of
another and a superior race, and without appreciating
the causes of their inferiority or seeking to control
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them, they must necessarily yield to the force of
circumstances and ere long disappear.25
Thus, by mid-19th century, American officials even thought
that Natives were the antithetical symbol of the American civilization;
their displacement was thus a necessity to unleash westward
expansion towards prosperity and happiness.26 The White Man did not
even spare the Indians’ stuff of life – the buffalo – since he considered
it as a danger menacing the civilizing extension of the railroad. The
extermination of herds of buffalo carried out by the successive United
States’ governments in the 1870s and 1880s led fatefully to the
displacement of the Plains Indians and the disintegration of their
traditional life. Indeed, the number of buffalos fell from 75 million in
1800, to only 800 in 1890.27 By the end of the 19th century, the
Natives became almost economically dependent on the White Man’s
‘enlightening’ goodwill.
4. The Security Pretext
The security pretext has also been widely raised throughout
history by people who want to dispossess natives of their country. In
the 17th century, early colonists were the first to allege that Indians
constituted a peril. Settlers depicted them as “pricks in [their] ears,
and thorns in [their] sides,” and as “boar of the woods to waste [them],
and the wild beast of the field to devour [them].”28 This image of the
Natives more as savage beasts than human beings fuelled the first
wars against the original inhabitants. Then, by the second half the 19th
century, United States officials started to speak about an “Indian
problem,” and it was common to point out the natives as a menace for
the families of settlers who were moving to occupy western regions.
Even removed and confined in reservations, Native Americans were
considered by some military men as a threat. As a matter of fact,
General Nelson A. Miles asked for a strict control of “these wild
savages” under the US Army supervision so that – according to him –
it would be impossible for them to harm frontier settlers who “would
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be freed from their terrifying and devastating presence.”29
5. Dispossession through Assimilation
The last but not least justification to deprive American Indians
of their land was on the pretext of incorporating them in United
States’ society. The change in policy from displacement and
segregation (with which Native Americans were confined in
reservations) to assimilation started in the last quarter of 19th century
and was made official with the Dawes Act of 1887, also known as the
General Allotment Act. This legislation was intended to integrate
Natives into the White social order. However, by breaking up Indian
reservations and the bit of land they have left, the United States’
authorities not only reduced Indian territories from 138 million acres
in 1886 to 48 million acres by 1934,30 but also destroyed the tribal and
cultural foundations of Natives’ traditional life. To quote President
Theodore Roosevelt, the Dawes Act was a “mighty pulverizing engine
to break up the tribal mass.”31 The White had not only dispossessed
the Red of his land but also of his identity.
Despite, the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924, the Meriam
Report and its contribution to unveil the calamitous consequences of
19th century United States’ Indian policy, “…early chapters [that]
contain little of which the country may be proud,”32 and in spite of
some measures as the Indian Reorganization Act of 1938 and the
Indian Claims Commission of 1946, Natives’ situation remained
precarious all over the second half of the twentieth century.
6. Conclusion
How could American Indians fall in such a misfortune and
suffer such a tragedy? Was it because they welcomed and helped the
white man at the very beginning (and did not systematically
exterminate the first settlements)? Was it due to their dissensions,
internal fights, and their disunion against colonizers? Was it because
they did not constitute a compact unified civilization? Or was it due to
the dramatic course of History? What we can assert is that Europeans
– and mainly the English – who settled America did not only inhabit
and populate that vast country but they did not even want to share it
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with those who had been living there for immemorial ages. Statistics
speak for themselves: from 10 to 12 million by the 15th century, the
number of Natives in North America drastically fell to 300,000 by
1890.33 A range of justifications was there to cover a conduct that can
be unquestionably defined nowadays as ethnic cleansing.
From the idea of the undressed land, came that of one
inhabited by few uncivilized beings. Then, these beings proved to be
inept to progress, to finish as dangerous bloodthirsty savages. Not
only those pretexts were recurrent and helped to design the ideological
construct of the European colonizer from a Eurocentric and Christiancentric perspective, but also they constituted the driving force behind
Western colonization of the rest of the world in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
To sum up, we may assert that the idealistic American Dream
proved to be a nightmare of about three centuries for the original
inhabitants. Moreover, a similar nightmare is taking place nowadays
in some other part of the world for other original inhabitants under
exactly the same pretexts.
As far as the American people are concerned, they are paradoxically
proud of some aspects of their History, but they often forget its hidden
gloomy pages. Their leaders are even trying to sit in judgement on
other people and to teach them human right .
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